
Nokia 2.4
Bigger. Smarter. Tailored to you.

Key specifications: 3

Nokia 2.4 lasts up to 2 days with Adaptive Battery technology1, takes detailed 
night shots with AI imaging and unlocks easily with your fingerprint or a glance. 
Bring great stories to life with the impressive 6.5” HD+ 20:9 screen. Plus, it’s ready 
for Android™ 11 and beyond so you can look forward to 2 years of Android 
upgrades and 3 years of monthly security updates. 

Details in the dark.
Moments worth capturing don’t always happen in the light of day. With Night 
mode’s advanced image fusion and exposure stacking, you can capture vibrant 
detail in darker conditions.

Goes on and on and on.

Nokia 2.4 lasts up to 2 days1 on a single charge thanks to the 4500mAh2 AI-assisted 
Adaptive Battery. It learns what apps you use the most and prioritizes power for 
them – so you can use more of the features you love, for longer.

Go big.

Whatever you do, do it bigger on the 6.5” HD+ screen. 

Strike a pose.
Art direct your world with Portrait mode’s custom shapes and blurred 
backgrounds.

Unlock in an instant.
Unlock your device quickly and easily with a convenient fingerprint sensor or AI 
face unlock.

Ready for what’s next.

Enjoy the latest Android features and security with 3 years of monthly security 
updates and 2 years of software upgrades.

Design inspired by our Finnish roots.
Looks good. Feels strong. The 3D nano-textured cover sits securely in your hand 
and has a stunning finish.

Nokia 2.4 sales package includes:

• Nokia 2.4 device

• “Quick Start” guide

• Charger (5V/1A)

• Micro USB cable

• SIM tray tool

• Headset (varies by market) 

Colours: 

Dusk Charcoal Fjord

1 Based on a real-life usage test by HMD Global. See more info at https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_int/nokia-2-4. 2

Battery has limited recharge cycles and battery capacity reduces over time. Eventually the battery may need to be 
replaced. 3 All specifications, features and other product information provided are subject to change without notice. 4

Pre-installed system software and apps use a significant part of memory space. 5 The Google Assistant is not available 
in certain languages and countries. Where not available the Google Assistant is replaced by Google Search. Check 
availability at https://support.google.com/assistant.

HMD Global Oy is the exclusive licensee of the Nokia brand for phones & tablets. Nokia is a registered trademark of 
Nokia Corporation. Android, Google and other related marks and logos are trademarks of Google LLC. Variations on 
offering may apply. Check local availability.

Network speed: LTE Category 4

OS: Android 10  - Android 11 ready

CPU: MediaTek Helio P22

Memory 

and storage:

RAM/ROM: 2/32GB4 & 3/64GB4 | MicroSD card slot 
supports up to 512GB

Display: 6.5” HD+ 20:9 1600*720 pixels

Camera 

and flash:

Main: 13MP f/2.2 5P lens + 2M depth sensing, Single 
LED Flash

Front: 5MP FF f/2.4 3P Lens

Connectivity:
802.11 b/g/n, BT 5.0, GPS/AGPS+GLONASS+Beidou, 
Ambient light sensor, Proximity sensor, Accelerometer 
(G-sensor)

Charging: 5V1A charging

Battery: 4500mAh2, non-removable

I/O: Micro USB (USB 2.0) | OTG | 3.5mm audio jack | NFC

Dimensions: 165.85*76.30*8.69 | weight 189g

SIM slot: Nano SIM + Nano SIM + uSD (3 in 3)

Other:
2 mic, FM radio receiver, Google Assistant Button5, 
Rear fingerprint sensor, IPX2 Ingress protection, power 
key (no LED)

Key features:

https://www.nokia.com/phones/en_int/nokia-2-4
https://support.google.com/assistant

